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Much of the organization of machinery of the present age
is of that type. The movement of the spinning wheel is an
organized attempt to displace machinery from that state
of exclusiveness and exploitation and to place it in its pro-
per state. Under my scheme, therefore, men in chur^: of
machinery will think not of themselves or even of the nation
to which they belong but of the whole human race. Thus
Lancashire men will cease to use their machinery for exploit-
ing India and other countries, but on the contrary tlu:y will
devise means of enabling India to convert in her own vil-
lages her cotton into cloth. Nor will Americans, under my
scheme, seek to enrich themselves by exploiting the other
races of the earth through their inventive skill.
"Is it not possible, in conditions so favourable as America's,
to clarify and advance the evolution of the best human conscious-
ness into such purpose and power, courage and bem;fic</ua\ cvs
shall liberate the souls of India's millions, and of all men every-
where? "
It is undoubtedly possible. Indeed it is my hope that
America will seek the evolution of the best human con-
sciousness; but that time is perhaps not yet. Probably if will
not Be before India lias found her own soul. Nothing will
please me more than to find America and Europe making
the difficult path of India as easy as it is possible for them to
do. They can do so by withdrawing the temptations in
India's way and by encouraging her in her attempt to re-
vive her ancient industries in her own villages.
"Why is it that people like myself, in every country, are grateful
to you and eager to follow you? Is it not for two reasons, chiefly:
First: Because the next and basic need throughout the world
is for a new spiritual consciousness—a realization, in the thought
and feeling of average people, of the equal divinity of all human
beings, and the unity, brotherhood, of all?
Second: Because you, more than any other widely known
man, have this consciousness, together with the power to arouse
it in others?"
I can only hope that the writer's estimate is true.
"It is a world need—is it not?—to which you have the best
answer that God has vouchsafed to man. How can your mission

